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Abstract
Compatible finite elements provide a framework for preserving important structures in equations 
of geophysical fluid dynamics and are becoming important in their use for building atmosphere 
and ocean models. We survey the application of compatible finite element spaces to geophysical 
fluid dynamics, including the application to the non-linear rotating shallow water equations, and the 
three-dimensional compressible Euler equations. We summarize analytic results about dispersion 
relations and conservation properties and present new results on approximation properties in three 
dimensions on the sphere and on hydrostatic balance properties.
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1. Introduction
Finite element methods have recently become a popular discretization approach for numerical weather prediction, 
mostly using spectral elements or discontinuous Galerkin methods (Bao et al., 2015; Brdar et al., 2013; Dennis 
et al., 2011; Fournier et al., 2004; Giraldo et al. 2013; Kelly and Giraldo, 2012; Marras et al., 2013; Thomas and 
Loft, 2005); the use of these methods is reviewed in the work by Marras et al. (2015). Finite element methods 
provide the opportunity to use more general grids in numerical weather prediction, either to improve load balanc-
ing in massively parallel computation or to facilitate adaptive mesh refinement. They also allow the development 
of higher order discretizations. Compatible finite element methods are built from finite element spaces that have 
differential operators that map from one space to another. They have a long history in both numerical analysis (see 
Boffi et al., 2013, for a summary of contributions) and applications, including aerodynamics, structural mechanics, 
electromagnetism and porous media flows. Until recently, they have not been considered much in the numerical 
weather prediction context, although the lowest Raviart–Thomas element (denoted as RT0) has been proposed 
for ocean modelling (Walters and Casulli, 1998), and the RT0 and lowest order Brezzi–Douglas–Marini element 
(denoted BDM1) were both analysed in Rostand and Le Roux (2008) as part of the quest for a mixed finite ele-
ment pair with good dispersion properties when applied to geophysical fluid dynamics. The realization in Cotter 
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and Shipton (2012) that compatible finite element methods have steady geostrophic modes when applied to the 
linear shallow water equations, combined with other properties that make them analogous to the Arakawa C-grid 
staggered finite difference method, has led to an effort to develop these methods for numerical weather prediction, 
including the Gung Ho dynamical core project in the UK.
In this paper, we review recent work on the development of compatible finite element methods for numerical 
weather prediction, concentrating on theoretical results about stability, accuracy and conservation properties. In par-
ticular, we restrict ourselves to primal-only formulations, i.e. involving a single mesh, on simplicial or tensor product 
elements, although the use of primal–dual formulation has also been explored in the context of atmosphere simula-
tions using arbitrarily polygonal meshes (Thuburn and Cotter, 2015). Within this survey, we also include some new 
results, listed below:
• Inclusion of the consideration of inertial modes in the analysis of numerical solutions of the linear rotating shallow 
water equations on the plane.
• An extension of recent results on approximation theory to triangular prism elements, including approximation 
properties when solving problems in an ‘atmosphere-shaped’ spherical shell domain. These are listed below.
1. For arbitrary non-affine prismatic meshes, there is a loss of consistency of at least 2 degrees for H(curl) ele-
ments, 3 degrees for H(div) elements (which are used for velocity in this framework), and 4 degrees for L2 
elements (which are used for density/pressure in this framework). The consistency loss increases with the 
polynomial order.
2. If the prismatic elements are arranged in columns, but with arbitrary slopes on top and bottom faces of each 
element, then the loss of consistency only affects the polynomial spaces in the horizontal direction.
3. If the mesh can be obtained from a global continuously differentiable transformation from a smooth tri-
angulation of the sphere extruded into uniform layers, then the expected consistency order of the chosen 
finite element spaces is obtained. This would arise in the case of a terrain-following mesh with smooth 
terrain, for example.
4. The latter result also applies to a cubed sphere mesh under the same conditions.
• An analysis of hydrostatic balance in the discretization of three-dimensional compressible Euler equations.
The rest of this paper is organized as follows. In Section 2, we introduce the concept of Hilbert complex and estab-
lish the notation. In Section 3, we describe compatible finite elements in two dimensions and review some relevant 
analytical results. In Section 4, we review how these results are applied to the linear rotating shallow water equations 
(including a proper analysis of inertial modes). In Section 5, we review how compatible finite element methods can 
be used to build discretizations of the non-linear rotating shallow water equations with conservation properties. In 
Section 6, we describe how to extend compatible finite element spaces to three dimensions for the columnar meshes 
used in numerical weather prediction (including new results on approximation properties for compatible finite ele-
ment spaces on columnar meshes). In Section 7, we describe how to treat the discretization of temperature within this 
framework (including new results on existence and uniqueness of hydrostatic balance). Finally, we give a summary 
and outlook in Section 8.
2. Hilbert complexes
In this section, we introduce the concept of Hilbert complex, which is the main ingredient to construct compatible 
finite element spaces, and we establish the notation for the Sobolev spaces used throughout the paper.
Let Ω be an n-dimensional domain with n ≤ 3, or in general a bounded Riemmannian manifold with or without 
boundary. Scalar and vector function spaces on Ω can be collected in a diagram which has the following form:
 → Ω → Ω →…→ Ω →
−
V V V0 ( ) ( ) ( ) 0 ,n0
d 1 d d
n0 1 1
 (1)
where Vk(Ω) is a scalar function space for k = 0, n and a vector function space for 0 < k < n. The operators dk 
for k = 0,…,n−1 are derivative operators, i.e. they satisfy the Leibniz rule with respect to an opportunely defined 
product, and they verify dk ◦ dk−1 = 0 for all k = 1,…,n−1. If the spaces Vk(Ω) are Hilbert spaces, than the sequence 
in (1) is a ‘Hilbert complex’.
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If n = 1, Ω is locally isomorphic to an open interval in ℝ. If x denotes a local coordinate on Ω, we choose as Hilbert 
complex on Ω the sequence:
 → Ω → Ω →H L0 ( ) ( ) 0 .
d
dx1 2
 (2)
For n = 2, we consider the Hilbert complex:
 → Ω → Ω → Ω →
∇ ∇⋅⊥
H H L0 ( ) (div; ) ( ) 0 .1 2  (3)
Finally, for n = 3, we consider the Hilbert complex:
 → Ω → Ω → Ω → Ω →
∇ ∇× ∇⋅
H H0 ( ) (curl; ) H(div; ) L ( ) 0 .1 2  (4)
From a numerical perspective reproducing such complex structures is key in achieving a number of properties that are 
crucial for geophysical fluid dynamics simulations, as it will be shown in the following sections.
It will be useful to have a unified notation to denote the spaces and the differential operators in the diagrams in 
(2), (3) and (4). For this purpose, we introduce the following diagram:
 → Ω → Ω →…→ Ω →
−
HV HV HV0 ( ) ( ) ( ) 0 ,n0
d 1 d d
n0 1 1
 (5)
where the spaces HVk(Ω) is the kth space in any of the sequences in (2), (3) or (4), depending on the dimension n of Ω. 
We denote by  ⋅ ΩL ( )2  (or simply  × L2 when the domain is clear from the context) the L2 norm on any of these spaces, 
and we do not change notation depending on whether Vk(Ω) contains scalar or vector functions.
The spaces HVk(Ω) are Hilbert spaces with respect to the norm  ⋅ ΩHV ( )k , which is defined by:
 
     = +Ω Ω Ωu u u: d ,HV L
k
L( )
2
( )
2
( )
2
k 2 2  (6)
for all u ∈ HVk(Ω). For example, we have for n = 2, 3:
 
       = = + ∇ ⋅Ω Ω Ω Ω−u u u u: .HV H L L( )
2
(div; )
2
( )
2
( )
2
n 1 2 2  (7)
Furthermore, we define HsVk(Ω) to be the spaces of scalar or vector functions with components in Hs(Ω). The norm 
associated to any of these spaces is defined by summing up the norms of each component in Hs(Ω). Analogous defini-
tions hold for the spaces WspVk(Ω).
3. Compatible finite element spaces in two dimensions
In this section, we provide a brief introduction to compatible finite element spaces in two dimensions and review some 
of their properties. We start with a definition.
Definition 3.1. Let ⊂Ω ΩV H( ) ( )h0 1 , ⊂Ω ΩV H( ) (div; )h1 , ⊂Ω ΩV L( ) ( )h2 2  be a sequence of finite element spaces ( WV ( )h0  
and WV ( )h2  contain scalar valued functions, while WV ( )h1  contains vector valued functions). These spaces are called 
compatible if:
1. y∇ ∈ Ω⊥ V ( )h1 , y∀ ∈ ΩV ( )h0 ,
2. ∇ ⋅ ∈ Ωu V ( )h
2 , ∀ ∈ Ωu V ( )h
1 , and
3. there exist bounded projections πi, i = 0, 1, 2, such that the following diagram commutes.
  
(8)
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The use of these commutative diagrams to prove stability and convergence of mixed finite element methods for 
elliptic problems has a long history, as detailed in Boffi et al. (2013). More recently, this structure has been trans-
lated into the language of differential forms. This provides a unifying framework that relates properties between 
the various spaces and for different dimensions, called finite element exterior calculus (Arnold et al., 2006, 2010). 
In computational electromagnetism, the term ‘discrete differential forms’ is used to denote this choice of finite ele-
ment spaces (Hiptmair, 2002). Here, since we use the language of vector calculus, we use the term compatible finite 
element spaces.
If the domain Ω has a boundary ∂Ω, then we define 

H (Ω)1  and 

V (Ω)h
0  as the subsets of H1(Ω) and ΩV ( )h0 , where 
functions vanish on ∂Ω, respectively. Similarly, we define 

H(div; Ω) and 

V (Ω)h
1  as the subsets of H(div;Ω) and ΩV ( )h1 , 
where the normal components of functions vanish on ∂Ω, respectively. Then, the above commutative diagram still holds 
with subspaces appropriately substituted. Since these are the required coastal boundary conditions for stream function 
and velocity, we shall assume that we use these subspaces throughout the rest of the paper, but shall drop the × notation 
for brevity.
A large number of these sets of spaces can be found in the Periodic Table of Finite Elements (Arnold and Logg, 
2014). Examples include:
• (CGk,RTk–1,DGk–1) on triangular meshes for k > 0, where CGk denotes the continuous Lagrange elements of degree 
k, RTk denotes the Raviart–Thomas elements of degree k, and DGk denotes the discontinuous Lagrange elements 
of degree k. (This corresponds to the  Λ−k r families in the finite element exterior calculus.)
• (CGk,BDMk–1,DGk–2) on triangular meshes for k > 1, where BDMk is the Brezzi–Fortin–Marini element of degree 
k. (This corresponds to the  Lk r families in the finite element exterior calculus.)
• (CGk,RTk–1,DGk–1) on quadrilateral meshes for k  >  0, where RTk now denotes the quadrilateral Raviart–
Thomas elements. [This corresponds to the  Λ−k r spaces in the finite element exterior calculus (Arnold et al., 
2014)].
While explicit constructions of the triangular mesh examples above exist on affine meshes, the approach that is 
usually taken computationally is to define these elements on a canonical reference cell (triangle or square) and then 
to define elements on each physical cell via the pullback mappings listed in Table 1. More precisely, if FT is a mapping 
from the reference cell T  to the physical cell T, then finite element functions are related via:
• y y∈ ⇒ ∈−V T F V T( ) ( )h T h0 1 0 ,
•  /∈ ⇒ ∈−u V T Ju J F V T( ) det ( ) ( )h T h1 1 1 ,
•  /r r∈ ⇒ ∈−V T J F V T( ) det ( ) ( )h T h2 1 2 ,
where J is the Jacobian matrix DFT. More precisely, given a decomposition h of the domain Ω in elements T, with 
maximum element diameter h, the finite element space WV ( )hk  on h is defined by requiring = − ∗V T F V T( ) ( ( ))hk T hk1  and 
⊂Ω ΩV HV( ) ( )hk k . The last requirement enforces the correct inter-element continuity accordingly to the degree k in 
the complex.
The transformation for WV ( )h1  is referred to as the contravariant Piola transformation for H(div) elements. Note 
that for WV ( )h1 , scaling of edge basis functions is also necessary to achieve the correct inter-element continuity; see 
Rognes et al. (2009) for details of how to implement this efficiently. This transformation can be extended to surfaces 
embedded in three dimensions so that the WV ( )h1  vector fields remain tangential to the surface; see Rognes et al. (2013), 
for details of efficient implementation, including examples on the sphere.
It is also useful to define dual operators to the ∇^ and ∇∙ operators through integration by parts; these allow us to 
approximate the curl of functions in Vh
1 and the gradient of functions in Vh
2.
Table 1. F−1*v for 1 ≤ n ≤ 3 and 0 ≤ k ≤ 3. J is the Jacobian matrix DF of the map F.
k = 0 k = 1 k = 2 k = 3
n = 1 v ∘ F−1 v/det(J) ∘ F−1
n = 2 v ∘ F−1 Jv/det(J) ∘ F−1 v/det(J) ∘ F−1
n = 3 v ∘ F−1 J−Tv ∘ F−1 Jv/det(J) ∘ F−1 v/det(J) ∘ F−1
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Definition 3.2. Let ∈ Ωv V ( )h
1 , r∈ ΩV ( )h2 . Then define 

∇ ⋅ ∈ Ω
⊥
v V ( )h
0  and 
r∇ ∈ ΩV ( )h1  via:
 
∫ ∫g g g∇ ⋅ = − ∇ ⋅ ∀ ∈ Ω
Ω
⊥
Ω
⊥vdx vdx V, ( ),h
0
 (9)
 
∫ ∫r r⋅ ∇ = − ∇ ⋅ ∀ ∈ Ω
Ω Ω
w dx w dx w V, ( ).h
1
 (10)
A very important result about compatible finite element spaces is the existence of a Helmholtz decomposition 
for WV ( )h1 .
Theorem 3.1. Helmholtz decomposition. Let Ω be a suitably smooth (see Arnold et al., 2010 for details) domain, and 
let WV ( )h0 , WV ( )h1 , WV ( )h2  be compatible finite element spaces on Ω. Define the subspaces:
 y y= ∈ Ω = ∇ ∈ Ω⊥B u V u V{ ( ) : , ( )},h h h
1 0
 (11)
 
f f= ∈ Ω = ∇ ∈ Ω∗B u V u V{ ( ) : , ( )},h h h1 2  (12)
 
h

= ∈ Ω ∇ ⋅ = ∇ ⋅ =
⊥{ }u V u u( ) : 0, 0 .h h1  (13)
Then,
 hΩ = ⊕ ⊕
∗V B B( ) ,h h h h
1
 (14)
where ⊕ indicates an orthogonal decomposition with respect to the L2 inner product.
Further, the space hh of harmonic functions of WV ( )h1  has the same dimension as the corresponding space h of har-
monic functions of H(div;Ω) (which is determined purely from the topology of Ω).
Proof. See Arnold et al. (2006). □
3.1. Mixed discretization for the Poisson equation
The mixed discretization of the Poisson equation:
 
∫−∇ = = ∂∂ = ∂Ω
Ω
p f pdx
p
n
, 0, 0 on ,2
 (15)
using compatible finite elements is very well studied. Defining
 
∫Ω =





∈ =




Ω
V p V pdx( ) : 0 ,h h
2 2
 (16)
we seek ∈ Ωu V ( )h h
1  and ∈ Ωp V ( )h h
2 , such that
 
∫ ∫⋅ + ∇ ⋅ = ∀ ∈ Ω
Ω Ω
w u dx w p dx w V( ) 0, ( ),h h h h h h
1
 (17)
 
∫ ∫f f f∇ ⋅ = ∀ ∈ Ω
Ω Ω
u dx fdx V, ( ).h h h h h
2
 (18)
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The compatible finite element structure between WV ( )h1  and WV ( )h2  is behind the proof of the following results, all 
of which can be found in Boffi et al. (2013). The first result is about the stability of the 
Ñ operator defined in 
Definition 3.2.
Theorem 3.2. (inf-sup condition). Define the bilinear form:
 
∫= ∇ ⋅
Ω
b w p w pdx( , ) ( ) .
 (19)
There exists c > 0, independent of mesh resolution, such that:
    
≥
∈ Ω ∈ Ω
b w p
w p
cinf sup
( , )
,
p V w V H div L( ) ( ) ( )h h
2 1 2  (20)
where
 
     = + ∇ ⋅w w w .H L L(div)
2 2 2
2 2  (21)
Proof. The result is a particular case of Proposition 5.4.2 in Boffi et al. (2013). □
This result is then key to the proof of the following theorem.
Theorem 3.3. Equations (17) and (18) have a unique solution (uh,ph), satisfying
    £u a f ,
h
H L(div) 1 2  (22)
    £p a f ,
h
L L22 2  (23)
      − + − ≤ −u u p p a f f ,
h
H
h
L
h
L(div) 32 2  (24)
for positive constants a1, a2, a3 independent of mesh resolution, where p is the exact solution to the Poisson equation, 
u = −∇p, and fh is the L2 projection of f into WV ( )h2 .
Proof. This is a particular case of the abstract results in Chapters 4 and 5 of Boffi et al. (2013). See in particular 
Theorems 4.3.2, 5.2.1 and 5.2.5. □
Finally, we have the following convergence result for eigenvalues.
Theorem 3.4. Let λ0 < λ1 < … < λi < … be the eigenvalues of the Laplacian operator −∇2, with corresponding eigens-
paces =
∞E{ }i i 0.
Let l l l< <…<h h mh0 1 , be the complete set of eigenvalues of the discrete Laplacian operator 

−∇ ⋅ ∇, with corre-
sponding eigenspaces =E{ }i
h
i
m
0.
Then ∀ϵ > 0, ∀ ∈k , ∃h0 > 0, such that ∀h ≤ h0,
 
l l− ≤
= …
max | | ,
i k
i i
h
0, ,  (25)
 
δ ⊕ ⊕ ≤
= =( )E E, ,ik i ik ih0 0  (26)
where
 δ δ δ=E F E F F E( , ) max( ( , ), ( , )),  (27)
 
δ φ= −
φ∈ = ∈
E F p( , ) sup inf .
p E p F
L
, 1
L2
2 
   (28)
Proof. The result follows from applying the abstract results of Section 6.5 in Boffi et al. (2013), and in particular as a 
consequence of Theorem 6.5.1. □
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4. Compatible finite element methods for the linear shallow water equations
In this section, we summarize some properties of compatible finite element methods applied to the linear shallow 
water equations. The equations take the form:
 + + ∇ =
⊥u fu g h 0,t  (29)
 + ∇ ⋅ =h H u 0,t  (30)
where the ^ operator maps (u1,u2) to (−u2,u1), ut: = ∂u/∂t, h is the layer height, and f is the (possibly spatially depend-
ent) Coriolis parameter, g is the acceleration due to gravity and H is a constant representing the reference depth. This 
system of equations is a toy model of barotropic waves in the atmosphere, and it is used to explore important proper-
ties of numerical discretizations.
The compatible finite element spatial discretisation for the shallow water equations takes ∈ Ωu V ( )h
1 , ∈ Ωh V ( )h
2 , 
and solves:
 
∫ ∫ ∫⋅ + ⋅ − ∇ ⋅ = ∀ ∈ Ω
Ω Ω
⊥
Ω
w u dx fw u dx g w hdx w V( ) 0, ( ),t h
1
 (31)
 
∫ f f+ ∇ ⋅ = ∀ ∈ Ω
Ω
h H u dx V( ) 0, ( ).t h
2
 (32)
Staniforth and Thuburn (2012) provided a number of desirable properties for numerical discretizations when applied 
to the linear shallow water equations, which we consider in the following subsections. We note that all of these results 
apply on arbitrarily unstructured grids.
4.1. Energy conservation
Combining (31) and (32), with w = u in the first and ϕ = h in the second, shows that the energy:
 
ò= +E H u gh dx12 | | ,
Ω
2 2
 (33)
is conserved by these solutions. Note that in the fully discrete system, i.e. when time is also discretized, the level of 
energy conservation will depend upon the chosen scheme and time step.
4.2. Stability of pressure gradient operator
It is crucial that the discretization of the pressure gradient term ∇h is stable; this means that there are no functions h for 
which h is large amplitude, but the discrete approximation to ∇h is small. In other words, there are no spurious eigenval-
ues for the discrete Laplacian obtained by combining ∇ with Ñ. For mixed finite element discretizations, this requirement 
is formalized by the inf-sup condition, which we have already stated in the previous section. In fact, further than this, the 
eigenvalue convergence result for 

∇ ⋅ ∇ shows that the wave equation with f = 0 has convergent eigenvalues.
4.3. Geostrophic balance
A crucial property for large-scale modelling is that the linearized equations on the f-plane (i.e. Ω is the periodic plane 
and f is constant) have geostrophic steady states (Staniforth and Thuburn, 2012). This is proved in the following.
Theorem 4.1. For all divergence-free u Î Bh, there exists h such that (u,h) is a steady-state solution (31) and (32) 
(Cotter and Shipton, 2012).
Proof. Since ∇∙u = 0, (32) immediately implies that ht = 0. Since, u Î Bh and so there exists y∈ ΩV ( )h0  such that 
u = ∇┴ψ. Take ∈ Ωh V ( )h2  according to:
 
∫ ∫φ φ ψ φ= ∀ ∈ Ω
Ω Ω
ghdx f dx V ( ).h
2
 (34)
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Then,
 
∫ ∫ y⋅ = ⋅ ∇ + ∇ ⋅
Ω Ω
w u dx fw w ghdx( ) ,t
 (35)
 
∫ y= − ∇ ⋅ + ∇ ⋅
Ω
w f w ghdx( ) ( ) ,
 (36)
 
∫= − ∇ ⋅ + ∇ ⋅ =
Ω
w gh w ghdx( ) ( ) 0,
 (37)
after integrating by parts, which is permitted since the product ψw ∈ H(div). □
If this property is not satisfied, then a solution with balanced initial condition oscillates on the fast timescale. This is 
catastrophic when the non-linear terms are introduced since the solution is polluted by rapid oscillations before the slow 
balanced state has had time to evolve; this renders a discretization useless for large-scale atmosphere or ocean modelling.
4.4. Absence of spurious inertial oscillations
Inertial oscillations are solutions of the shallow water equations on the f-plane with h = 0. For the continuous equa-
tions, (30) implies that ∇∙u = 0. Then, (29) implies that:
 + =
⊥u fu 0.t  (38)
Taking the divergence then implies that ∇┴∙u = 0. Therefore, u is a harmonic function. On the periodic plane, h is two-
dimensional, consisting of all spatially constant velocity fields, and the solution just rotates around with frequency f.
Some discretizations, i.e. the DGk – CGk–1 discretization considered in Cotter and Ham (2011), have subspaces of spu-
rious inertial oscillations, i.e. extra divergence-free oscillatory solutions with h = 0, which are not spatially uniform. These 
are known to cause spurious grid scale oscillations in regions of high shear such as representations of the Gulf Stream 
in ocean models (S Danilov, personal communication). The staggered C-grid finite difference method is free from such 
modes. It does, however, have a steady divergence-free solution in the kernel of the Coriolis operator, which is known as a 
‘Coriolis mode’. We shall see in this section that similar modes can exist for compatible finite element methods.
Inertial oscillations for compatible finite element discretizations were not properly considered by Cotter and 
Shipton (2012), so we consider them here. We start by observing that for a compatible discretisation h hºh , i.e. it is 
the space of constant vector fields v0. To see this, first note that ∇∙v0 = 0. Secondly,
 
  ∫ ∫g g g∇ ⋅ = − ∇ = ∀ ∈ Ω
Ω
⊥
Ω
⊥
=
v dx v dx V· 0, ( ),h0 0
0
0
 (39)
after integration by parts (since γ and v0 are both continuous), and therefore ∇ =
⊥
v· 00 . Therefore, hÎv h0 . Since 
h h= =dim ( ) dim ( ) 2h  by Theorem 1, we have therefore characterized all discrete harmonic functions in WV ( )h1 .
Theorem 4.2. The only time-varying solutions of the compatible finite element discretization of the shallow water equa-
tions on the f-plane with divergence-free u and h = 0 are the solutions with spatially constant u satisfying ut + fu┴ = 0. 
Any time-independent solutions are in the kernel of the discrete Coriolis operator, i.e.:
 
∫ ⋅ = ∀ ∈ Ω
Ω
⊥w u dx w V0, ( ).h
1
 (40)
Proof. To see that spurious inertial oscillations do not exist for compatible finite element discretizations, we first note 
that h = 0 implies that ∇ ∙ u = 0. Then, (31) implies that:
 
∫ ∫⋅ + ⋅ = ∀ ∈ Ω
Ω Ω
⊥w u dx f w u dx w V0, ( ).t h
1
 (41)
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Taking w = ∇┴γ for g∈ ΩV ( )h0 , we obtain:
 
∫ ∫g g∇ ⋅ = − ∇ ⋅
Ω
⊥
Ω
u dx f udx,t
 (42)
 
∫ g g= ∇ ⋅ = ∀ ∈ Ω
Ω
f udx V0, ( ),h
0
 (43)
where we may integrate by parts for the same reason as in the geostrophic balance calculation. This means that ut is 
orthogonal to everything in Bh, i.e. hÎut h. Hence, we may write u = k + u0, where hÎk h, and u0 is divergence-free and 
independent of time. Therefore, by the geostrophic balance condition, there exists ∈ Ωh V ( )h0
2  such that:
 
∫ ∫⋅ − ∇ ⋅ = ∀ ∈ Ω
Ω
⊥
Ω
f w u dx g w h dx w V( ) 0, ( ),h0 0
1
 (44)
and therefore substitution of u = k + u0 into (41) leads to
 
∫ ∫ ∫⋅ = − ⋅ + ∇ ⋅ ∀ ∈ Ω
Ω Ω
⊥
Ω
w k dx f w k dx g w h dx w V( ) , ( ).t h0
1
 (45)
Since hh is the space of constant vector fields, if hÎk h, then so is k┴. Therefore, both kt and k┴ are orthogonal to *Bh, 
and therefore
 
∫ ∇ ⋅ = ∀ ∈
Ω
∗w h dx w B( ) 0, .h0
 (46)
This means that if we define ∈ Ωv V ( )h
1  via
 
∫ ∫⋅ = − ∇ ⋅ ∀ ∈ Ω
Ω Ω
w vdx w h dx w V( ) , ( ),h0
1
 (47)
then ∇∙v = 0. This means that ∈ Ωv V ( )h1  and ∈ Ωh V ( )h0 2  satisfy the following coupled system of equations,
 
∫ ∫⋅ + ∇ ⋅ = ∀ ∈ Ω
Ω Ω
w vdx w gh dx w V( ) 0, ( ),h0
1
 (48)
 
∫ f f− ∇ ⋅ = ∀ ∈ Ω
Ω
vdx V0, ( ).h
2
 (49)
This is just the mixed finite element discretization of the Poisson equation with 0 on the right-hand side, and therefore 
h0 = 0 by uniqueness. Therefore, we have
 
∫ ⋅ = ∀ ∈ Ω
Ω
⊥w u dx w V0, ( ).h0
1
 (50)
This means that u0 must be in the kernel of the Coriolis operator.
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Finally, we have
 
h∫ ∫ ⊂⋅ + ⋅ = ∀ ∈ Ω
Ω Ω
⊥w k dx fw k dx w V0, ( ),t h h
1
 (51)
which implies the pointwise equation kt + fk┴ = 0, since the L2-projection onto hh is trivial. □
4.5. Inertia–gravity waves
Continuing the analysis of solutions in the periodic f-plane, Cotter and Shipton (2012) considered the time-dependent 
divergent solutions of (31) and (32), i.e. the inertia–gravity wave solutions. One way to calculate the equation for 
these modes is to make a discrete Helmholtz decomposition of both the solution u and the test function w,
 h

ψ φ ψ φ= ∇ +∇ + ∈ Ω ∈ Ω ∈⊥u k V V k, ( ), ( ), ,h h h
0 2
 (52)
 h

γ α γ α= ∇ +∇ + ∈ Ω ∈ Ω ∈⊥w l V V l, ( ), ( ), ,h h h
0 2
 (53)
where
 
∫y yΩ =





∈ =




Ω
V V dx( ) : 0 ,h h
0 0
 (54)
and substitute into the equations, using orthogonality to obtain
 
∫ γ ψ γ φ γ∇ ⋅ ∇ − ∇ ⋅ ∇ = ∀ ∈ Ω
Ω
f dx V0, ( ),t h
0
 (55)
 
∼ ∼ ∼ ∼ ∼∫ α φ α φ α ψ α α∇ ⋅ ∇ + ∇ ⋅ ∇ −∇ ⋅ ∇ − ∇ ⋅ = ∀ ∈ Ω
Ω
⊥
f g hdx V( ) ( ) 0, ( ),t h
2
 (56)
where we have made use of the fact that the discrete harmonic functions consists of constant vector fields. Taking the time 
derivative of the second equation and substituting ht = −H∇∙u, which holds pointwise since ∇ ⋅ ∈ Ωu V ( )h2 , we obtain
 
      ∫ α φ α φ α ψ α φ α∇ ⋅ ∇ + ∇ ⋅ ∇ −∇ ⋅ ∇ + ∇ ⋅ ∇ ∇ ⋅ ∇ = ∀ ∈ Ω
Ω
⊥
f gH dx V( ) 0, ( ).tt t t h
2
 
Finally, we define a projection Ω → ΩP V V: ( ) ( )h h
2 0 . by
 
∫ ∫γ φ γ φ γ∇ ⋅ ∇ = ∇ ⋅ ∇ ∀ ∈ Ω
Ω Ω
P dx V, ( ),h
0
 
which is solvable since the left-hand side is the standard continuous finite element discretization of the Laplace operator. 
Then, the equation becomes
 
     ∫ ∫α φ α φ α φ α φ α∇ ⋅ ∇ + ∇ ⋅ ∇ + ∇ ⋅ ∇ ∇ ⋅ ∇ = − ∇ ⋅ ∇ ∀ ∈ Ω
Ω Ω
⊥
f P P gH x f x Vd ( ) d , ( ).tt t h
2 2
 (59)
Upon inspection, when f = 0 this is just the mixed compatible finite element discretization of the wave equation, which 
we know to have convergent eigenvalues from the previous section.
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The continuous form of this equation is
 
f f∇



∂
∂
+



+ ∇ ∇ =
tt
f gH 0.2
2
2 2 2
 (60)
For f ≠ 0, we might hope that the right-hand side of the discretized equation is small for resolved modes. However, the 
projection is more problematic, since WV ( )h0  and WV ( )h2  might have different dimensions. If Ω < ΩV Vdim ( ( )) dim ( ( )),h h0 2  
then some modes are projected out and the f2 contribution (which originates from the Coriolis term) is invisible to 
those modes. Hence, Cotter and Shipton (2012) concluded that Ω ≥ ΩV Vdim ( ( )) dim ( ( ))h h
0 2  is a necessary (but not suf-
ficient) condition for the absence of spurious inertia–gravity modes. This necessary condition is not satisfied for the 
RTk family on triangles. For example, when k = 0, we have Ω = ΩV Vdim ( ( )) 2 dim ( ( ))h h
2 0 . This leads to the spurious 
inertia–gravity mode behaviour that was observed by Danilov (2010) for RT0 − DG0 and the related C-grid staggered 
finite difference method (obtained by lumping the mass in the RT0 − DG0 discretization). On the other hand, the 
BDMk family does satisfy this necessary condition. Cotter and Shipton (2012) noted that the BDFM1 spaces exactly 
satisfy Ω = ΩV Vdim ( ( )) dim ( ( )),h h
2 0 which might be additionally desirable, particularly since they also analysed the 
Rossby wave equation (not reproduced here) and concluded that Ω ≤ ΩV Vdim ( ( )) dim ( ( ))h h
2 0  is a necessary condition 
for the absence of spurious Rossby waves. However, it is not clear that spurious Rossby waves are damaging for 
numerical simulations, since high spatial frequency Rossby waves do not propagate anyway.
To explore sufficient conditions for absence of spurious inertia–gravity modes, it might only be possible to make progress 
by assuming symmetric grids and performing von Neumann analysis. On triangular grids this is very challenging, but the 
analysis has been successfully carried out for RT0. and BDM1 spaces in Rostand and Le Roux (2008); it is still unclear how to 
dealias the high mode branch identified for BDM1, but we believe that they are physical modes. On rectangular elements, it is 
much easier since one can exploit the tensor product structure. Staniforth et al. (2013) showed that (under the assumption of 
y-independent solutions) the RT0 − DG0 space is free from spurious modes and has a similar, but more accurate, dispersion 
relation to the finite difference C-grid staggering. They investigated, and found two mode branches, a high branch and a low 
branch. Although both of these branches correspond to physical modes, there is a small jump between the branches, where 
the group velocity goes to 0. This might be problematic in a non-linear model if numerical noise, data assimilation or physics 
parameterizations were to excite this mode, since it would not propagate away. The authors were able to remove the jump, 
and the zero group velocity region, by applying a perturbation to the mass matrix (which does not affect consistency). Melvin 
et al. (2014) considered two-dimensional solutions and showed the same results; no spurious inertia gravity modes but jumps 
do appear in the dispersion relation that can be fixed by consistent modification of the mass matrix.
5. Compatible finite element methods for the non-linear shallow water equations
In this section, we survey the application of compatible finite element methods to the non-linear shallow water equations.
5.1. Energy–enstrophy conservation
The compatible finite element structure facilitates the design of spatial discretizations that conserve mass, energy and 
enstrophy. An energy–enstrophy conserving scheme was presented in McRae and Cotter (2014). The starting point is 
the vector invariant form of the shallow water equations,
 
+ + ∇  +  =⊥u qF gD u
1
2
| | 0,t 2
 (61)
 +∇ ⋅ =D F 0,t  (62)
where D is the layer depth, F is the mass flux and q is the potential vorticity, defined by
 
= =
∇ ⋅ +⊥
F uD q
u f
D
, ,
 (63)
respectively. It is well known that these equations have conserved energy E and mass M, where
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∫ ∫= + =
Ω Ω
E D u gD dx M Ddx
1
2
| | , ,2 2
 (64)
plus an infinity hierarchy of conserved Casimirs, given by
 
∫= = …
Ω
C Dq dx i, 1, 2, .i i
 (65)
The energy–enstrophy conserving scheme, which can be thought of as an extension of the scheme of Arakawa and 
Lamb (1981) to compatible finite element methods, conserves E, M, the total vorticity C1. and the enstrophy C2. The 
scheme takes ∈ Ωq V ( )h
0 , ∈ Ωu F V, ( )h
1 , and ∈ ΩD V ( )h
2 , with
 
∫ ∫ ∫⋅ + ⋅ = ∇ ⋅  +


 ∀ ∈ Ω
Ω Ω
⊥
Ω
w u dx w F qdx w gD u dx w V
1
2
| | , ( ),t h
2 1
 (66)
 
ò φ φ+ ∇ ⋅ = ∀ ∈D F dx V( ) 0, (Ω),t h
Ω
2
 (67)
 
∫ ∫⋅ = ⋅ ∀ ∈ Ω
Ω Ω
w Fdx w uDdx w V, ( ),h
1
 (68)
 
∫ ∫g g g g= − ∇ ⋅ + ∀ ∈ Ω
Ω Ω
⊥qDdx u fdx V, ( ) .h
0
 (69)
In this scheme, u and D are the prognostic variables and F and q can be diagnosed from them using their definitions 
in integral form. Despite u and D being prognostic, one can derive a potential vorticity equation by taking w = ∇┴γ in 
(66), for g∈ ΩV ( )h0 , which is permitted due to the compatible structure. Then, combining this with the time derivative 
of (69), we obtain
 
∫ ∫g g g− ∇ ⋅ = ∀ ∈ Ω
Ω Ω
qD dx Fqdx V( ) 0, ( ),t h
0
 (70)
which is the standard finite element discretization of the potential vorticity equation. Direct computation plus 
integration by parts then shows that this scheme conserves M, E, C0 and C1. Enstrophy conservation is particularly 
important because it specifies control of q in the L2 norm (weighted by D), which implies control of gradients of the 
divergence-free component of u via the discrete Helmholtz decomposition. Without this control, even with energy 
conservation implying control of u in L2, we would observe unbounded growth in the derivatives of u as the mesh 
is refined.
In two dimensions, although energy cascades to large scales, enstrophy cascades to small scales. Since (70) 
is a regular Galerkin discretization of the law of conservation of potential vorticity, this means that enstrophy 
will accumulate at the grid scale in general, leading to oscillations. It was noted by McRae and Cotter (2014) 
that it is possible to modify the potential vorticity flux qF in such a way that enstrophy is dissipated at the 
grid scale while energy is still conserved, by introducing a finite element version of the anticipated potential 
vorticity scheme (Ringler et al., 2010). This was demonstrated to produce less oscillatory solutions in vortex 
merger experiments.
All of the properties described in this section can be expressed in the language of finite element exterior calculus; 
this was presented in Cotter and Thuburn (2014). Moreover, note that conservation of energy and enstrophy may 
not be exact when time is also discretized. Then, the level of conservation will depend upon the chosen scheme and 
time step.
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5.2. Stable transport schemes
When these schemes are extended to three dimensions, we encounter the problem that energy is now also cascad-
ing to small scales. Historically, the solution to this was to add eddy viscosity terms to collect energy at small 
scales. However, this is unnecessarily dissipative and so does not make the best use of available resolution. The 
modern approach to developing numerical weather prediction models is to use high-order upwind transport 
schemes to control energy and enstrophy in the numerical solution. The shallow water equations provide a 
useful vehicle for exploring these issues in a two-dimensional model that can be run quickly; we review recent 
results here.
Since we are using different finite element spaces for different fields, this calls for different approaches to the 
design of transport schemes for them. For ∈ ΩD V ( )h
2 , a standard upwind discontinuous Galerkin discretization can be 
applied to the mass conservation equation:
 
 ∼∫ ∫ ∫f f f f− ∇ ⋅ + = ∀ ∈ Ω
Ω Ω Γ
D dx uDdx u Ddx V0, ( ),t h h
2
 (71)
where Γ is the set of interior facets in the mesh, the ‘jump’ operator is defined for vectors w by
   = ⋅ + ⋅
+ + − −w w n w n , (72)
with ± indicating the values of functions on different sides of each edge and n± is the unit normal vector pointing from 
the ± side to the ∓ side, D indicates the value of D taken from the upwind side, i.e. the side where u±∙n± is negative, 
and where ∇h is the usual ‘broken’ gradient defined in L2 as
 f f∇ = ∇ .h T T  (73)
Here |T indicates the restriction of a function to a single cell T, for all cells T in the mesh decomposition of Ω. It was 
shown in Cotter and Thuburn (2014) and Shipton and Cotter (submitted for publication) that it is possible to find a 
mass flux F such that
 +∇ ⋅ =D F 0,t  (74)
in a (cheap) post-processing step after the transport scheme step has been completed.
There are several different approaches to velocity transport. One possibility is to maintain (69) and to modify 
the potential vorticity flux qF so that (70) is replaced by an upwind discretization of the potential vorticity 
conservation law. For example, choosing the streamline upwind Petrov–Galerkin (Brooks and Hughes, 1982) 
discretization
 
∫ ∫ ∫γ η γ γ η γ γ



+ ⋅ ∇



− ∇ ⋅ + ⋅ ∇ ∇ ⋅ = ∀ ∈ Ω
Ω Ω Ω
hF
F
Dq dx qFdx
hF
F
Fq dx V( ) ( ) 0, ( ),t h
0
 (75)
where 0 < η < 1 is a constant upwind parameter and h(x) is an indicator function returning the size of the cell 
containing the point x. This is a high-order consistent upwind discretization. We obtain a modified potential 
vorticity flux:
 
h
− +qF
hF
F
qD Fq(( ) ( )),t
 (76)
which can then replace qF in (66). Since this flux is still proportional to F, energy is still conserved (neglecting any 
energy changes from the D transport scheme). In Shipton and Cotter (submitted for publication), this idea was extended 
to higher order Taylor–Galerkin time stepping schemes. A related approach is to introduce dual grids, so that the dual 
grid potential vorticity is represented in a discontinuous finite element space. At lowest order, these are 0 spaces 
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(piecewise constant functions) that can be treated with finite volume advection schemes that achieve higher spatial 
order by increasing the stencil size. A discretization for the shallow water equations using finite element spaces for 
arbitrary polygonal grids, and mappings between primal and dual grids, was developed in Thuburn and Cotter (2015). 
Results demonstrating this approach on a standard set of test cases on the sphere and comparing cubed sphere and 
dual icosahedral grids were also presented.
A difficulty with the approach described above is the loss of consistency near the boundary in (66), due to 
the fact WV ( )h0  consists of functions that vanish on the boundary. It can be shown that this results in a loss of 
consistency of one order, i.e. from second order to first order consistency. There is a similar problem with the 
dual grid approach. An alternative approach to this is to treat the curl operator directly in the velocity equa-
tion (still in vector invariant form) without introducing an intermediate potential vorticity variable. This can 
be developed by dotting with a test function w and integrating over a single-cell T, then integrating by parts 
to obtain:
 
∫ ∫ ∫⋅ ∇ ⋅ + = − ∇  ⋅



⋅ + ⋅
⊥
⊥ ⊥
⊥
∂
⊥
⊥
w
F
D
u f dx w
F
D
udx n
F
D
udS( ) ,
T T T  (77)
where n is the unit outward pointing normal to ∂T, the boundary of e and u is either the averaged or the 
upwind value of u on ∂T. Even in the presence of upwinding, this discretization is still energy conserving, since 
the energy equation sets w = F and F∙F┴ = 0. In Natale and Cotter (submitted for publication), it was shown 
that the application of this discretization can be derived from a variational principle; the paper also proved 
convergence (suboptimal by 1 degree) of solutions for the centred flux variant of the discretization in two and 
three dimensions.
Finally, we remark that all of these velocity transport schemes require solution of global mass matrix systems, one 
for each stage of an explicit Runge–Kutta method, for example. If one is willing to give up energy conservation, then 
an embedded discontinuous Galerkin transport scheme (Cotter and Kuzmin, 2016) can be used. In these schemes, the 
advected field ∈ Ωu V ( )h
1  is injected into the broken space  WV ( )h
1
 (the same finite element space but with no continuity 
constraints between cells) at the start of the time step. Then, one or more explicit upwind discontinuous Galerkin 
time steps are taken using a stable Runge–Kutta scheme. Finally, the solution is projected back into WV ( )h1 . This final 
step does involve a global mass solve, but this can be incorporated into a semi-implicit update at no extra cost. We are 
currently investigating the stability and accuracy of these schemes.
5.3. Semi-implicit implementation
In semi-implicit discretizations, a crucial aspect is the efficient solution of the resulting coupled linear system that must 
be solved during each non-linear iteration of the semi-implicit scheme. For example, consider the following implicit 
time stepping scheme.
 
ò ò ò⋅ = ⋅ + ∆ ⋅ ⊥w u dx w u dx t w f u dx2 ( )d n n
Ω Ω Ω  
 
ò+∆ ∇ ⋅ ∀ ∈t wgD dx w V2 , (Ω),n h
Ω
1
 (78)
 
/= Φ +u u u( ; ),a u d n 1 2  (79)
 
/= Φ+ +D D u( ; ),n D d n1 1 2  (80)
 
∫ ∫ ∫⋅ = ⋅ + ∆ ⋅
Ω
+
Ω Ω
+ ⊥w u dx w u dx
t
w f u dx
2
( )n a n1 1
 
 
∫+∆ ∇ ⋅ ∀ ∈ Ω
Ω
+t w gD dx w V
2
( ) , ( ),n h
1 1
 (81)
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where /Φ +v u( ; )u n 1 2  is the application of a chosen velocity advection scheme over one time step, with initial con-
dition v and using advecting velocity un+1/2, while ΦD is the same thing but for layer depth. A Picard iteration 
to obtain un+1, Dn+1 requires the solution of the following linear system for the iterative corrections to un+1 and 
Dn+1,
 
∫ ∫⋅ ∆ + ∆ ⋅ ∆
Ω Ω
⊥w udx
t
w f u dx
2
 
 
∫−∆ ∇ ⋅ ∆ = − ∀ ∈ Ω
Ω
t
w g Ddx R w w V
2
( ) [ ], ( ),u h
1
 (82)
 
∫ ∫f f f f∆ + ∆ ∇ ⋅ ∆ = − ∀ ∈ Ω
Ω Ω
Ddx
t
H udx R V
2
( ) [ ], ( ),D h
2
 (83)
where Ru[w] and RD[ϕ] are residuals for the implicit system, and H is the value of D in a state of rest. After obtain-
ing Δu and ΔD, we replace + ∆+ +u u un n1 1 , Dn+1  Dn+1 + ΔD and repeat the iterative procedure again for a fixed 
number of times. In staggered finite difference models, the standard approach to solving (82) and (83) is to neglect the 
Coriolis term and then to eliminate u to obtain a discrete Helmholtz equation for which smoothers such as SOR are 
convergent, and therefore the system is amenable to multigrid methods or Krylov subspace methods (or a combination 
of the two). This approach is problematic in the compatible finite element setting because the velocity mass matrix is 
globally coupled and thus has a dense inverse.
An alternative approach, which also allows us to keep the Coriolis term in the linear system, is called hybridiza-
tion; this technique dates back to the 1960s in engineering use, and to the late 1970s and 1980s in terms of numeri-
cal analysis (Boffi et al., 2013). In this approach, we consider solutions u in the broken discontinuous space  WV ( )h
1
. 
Then, Lagrange multipliers are introduced to enforce continuity of the normal component of u, to force it back into 
⊂Ω ΩV V( ) ( )h h1 1 . We define a trace space for the Lagrange multipliers, W, consisting of piecewise polynomials on each 
edge e ∈ Γ, with no continuity requirements between edges, and so the degree of the polynomials is the same as the 
degree of the normal component of functions from WV ( )h1 . The resulting system is:
 
∫ ∫⋅ ∆ + ∆ ⋅ ∆
Ω Ω
⊥w udx
t
w f u dx
2
 
 
  ∫ ∫ l−∆ ∇ ⋅ ∆ + = − ∀ ∈ Ω
Ω Γ
t
w g Ddx w dS R w w V
2
( ) [ ], ( ),u h
1
 (84)
 
∫ ∫f f f f∆ + ∆ ∇ ⋅ ∆ = − ∀ ∈ Ω
Ω Ω
Ddx
t
H udx R V
2
( ) [ ], ( ),D h
2
 (85)
 
 ∫ = ∀ ∈
Γ
µ µu dS W0, .
 (86)
We see that if u, D, λ solve this system of equations, then ∈ Ωu V ( )h
1 , through (86). Further, if we take ⊂∈ Ω Ωw V V( ) ( )h h1 1 , 
then the λ term vanishes and so u, D also solves (82) and (83). Further, since  WV ( )h
1
. and WV ( )h2  are both discontinuous 
spaces, they can be sparsely eliminated to obtain a positive-definite system for λ. The resulting system is symmetric 
and positive definite, so can be solved using the conjugate gradient method preconditioned by Gauss–Seidel iteration, 
for example. In addition, it can be shown that λ is in fact an approximation to g ΔD Δt/2; this fact can then be used to 
show that a multigrid method for the system for λ will converge (Gopalakrishnan and Tan, 2009). Having solved for 
λ, u and D can be obtained by back-substitution separately in each element. If the system for λ has only been solved 
approximately, then some form of projection (i.e. averaging values on each side of element boundaries) is required to 
obtain ∆ ∈ Ωu V ( )h
1 . This approach to solving the linear system was explored in the context of shallow water equations 
on the sphere in Shipton and Cotter (submitted for publication). We are currently extending the implementation and 
analysis to hybridization of the linear system arising in three-dimensional compressible dynamical cores.
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6. Three-dimensional compatible finite element spaces
The shallow water equations provide a useful stepping stone for development of numerical methods for three-dimen-
sional dynamical cores. We now discuss the additional aspects that occur when building discretizations in three 
dimensions. The extension of vertical grid staggering to finite element methods, including high-order finite elements, 
was introduced by Guerra and Ullrich (2016). Here, we consider the use of three-dimensional compatible finite ele-
ments that have the same structure in the vertical.
In analogy to the discussion of Section 3, we start with the following definition.
Definition 6.1. Let ⊂Ω ΩV H( ) ( )h0 1 , ⊂Ω ΩV H( ) (curl; )h1 , ⊂Ω ΩV H( ) (div; )h2  and ⊂Ω ΩV L( ) ( )h3 2  be a sequence of 
finite element spaces ( WV ( )h0  and WV ( )h3  contain scalar valued functions, while WV ( )h1  and WV ( )h2  contain vector valued 
functions). These spaces are called compatible if:
1. y∇ ∈ ΩV ( )h1 , y∀ ∈ ΩV ( )h0 ,
2. ∇× ∈ Ωv V ( )h
2 , ∀ ∈ Ωv V ( )h
1 ,
3. ∇ ⋅ ∈ Ωu V ( )h
3 , ∀ ∈ Ωu V ( )h
2 , and
4. there exist bounded projections πi, i = 0, 1, 2, 3, such that the following diagram commutes.
  (87)
In a compatible finite element discretization of the three-dimensional compressible Euler equations, we choose the 
velocity ∈ Ωu V ( )h
2  and the density r∈ ΩV ( )h3 . We will consider how to represent temperature in a later section. There 
are good reasons why all successful numerical weather prediction models have mesh cells aligned in vertical columns. 
The dynamics is very close to hydrostatic balance, which is obtained by solving
 
r∂
∂
= −
p
z
g .
 (88)
In large-scale models, the domain is very thin, so cells have much greater extent in the horizontal than the vertical 
direction. If cells are not aligned in columns, then the large horizontal errors in p will be coupled into the hydrostatic 
equation, and the discretization generates spurious waves that rapidly degrade the state of hydrostatic balance. We 
will see later that using a mesh that is aligned in columns leads to well-defined hydrostatic pressures when compatible 
finite element spaces are used. Hence, we consider meshes constructed from hexahedra or triangular prisms, where all 
cells have side walls aligned in the vertical direction. We do allow for sloping cell tops and bottoms, which facilitates 
terrain-following meshes.
Under these constraints, we build cells in the following way. We construct a reference cell as the tensor product 
of a horizontal cell (a triangle or quadrilateral) and an interval. Then, each cell in the physical mesh is obtained by a 
mapping from the reference cell into ℝ3, such that the above constraints are satisfied.
To build finite element spaces on this mesh, we first construct a finite element on the reference cell. The finite 
element is formed from tensor products of finite elements defined on the base triangle or square and finite elements 
defined on the vertical interval. Of course, the square can also then be defined as the product of two intervals. We then 
define finite element spaces on the mesh via the pullback mappings listed in Table 1. More precisely, if FK is a mapping 
from the reference cell K to the physical cell K, then finite element functions are related via
• y y∈ ⇒ ∈−V K F V K( ) ( )h K h0 1 0 ,
• ∈ ⇒ ∈− −v V K J v F V K( ) ( )h
T
K h
1 1 1 ,
• / ∈ ⇒ ∈−u V K Ju J F V K( ) det( ) ( )h K h2 1 2 ,
• ρ ρ∈ ⇒ ∈−V K J F V K( ) det( ) ( )h K h3 1 3/  ,
where J is the Jacobian matrix DFK. Then, as in the two-dimensional case, given a decomposition h of the domain Ω 
in elements K, the finite element space WV ( )hk  on h is defined by requiring = − ∗V K F V K( ) ( ( ))hk K hk1  and ⊂Ω ΩV HV( ) ( )hk k .
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A key problem is that for the velocity space WV ( )h2 , this transformation results in non-polynomial functions when 
the transformation is not affine (a linear transformation composed with translation). We obtain non-affine transfor-
mations whenever we use spherical shell (i.e. atmosphere-shaped) domains, or terrain-following coordinates, whether 
we have triangular prismatic or hexahedral cells. This problem was discussed and the general loss of error quantified 
using FEEC in the case of compatible finite element spaces on cubical elements in Arnold et al. (2014). Here, we extend 
this discussion to cover the triangular prismatic cells that we wish to use in horizontally unstructured mesh numerical 
weather prediction. We also show that this general loss of error is still possible for columnar meshes. For the case of 
manifolds embedded in ℝn, this problem was addressed by Holst and Stern (2012), where it was shown that if the com-
putational mesh is a piecewise polynomial approximation of a smooth manifold, then functions can be approximated 
at the optimal rate and further that numerical solutions of mixed Hodge Laplacian problems converge optimally. Here, 
we extend these results to spherical shell domains in the case of extruded meshes where the base mesh is either a cubed 
sphere mesh of quadrilaterals or an arbitrarily structured mesh of triangles. This extension makes use of a transforma-
tion of the sphere domain to a three-dimensional submanifold of ℝ4, for which an affine mesh is possible.
The rest of this section is structured as follows. In Section 6.1, we describe the construction of tensor product finite 
element spaces, including the extension to triangular prism elements. In Section 6.2, we prove some approximation prop-
erties of these spaces. In Section 6.3, we discuss global transformations of meshes and analyse how these affect the approx-
imation properties of finite element spaces. This analysis is then applied in Section 6.4 to the case of a spherical annulus.
6.1. Tensor product finite element spaces
The construction of tensor product compatible spaces is addressed in Arnold (2013) and Arnold et al. (2014) with 
application to cubic meshes. However, the procedure for the definition of such spaces is rather general and applies 
to any mesh whose elements are generated as Cartesian product of simplices. This covers both cell types, triangular 
prisms and hexahedra, which we are interested in. The construction relies on having two simplices ℝÌT n and 
ℝÌS m and a polynomial complex of compatible finite element spaces on each of these. Then, one can produce a 
polynomial complex of compatible finite element spaces on T × S using the ones defined on T and S. Here, we only 
show the result of this procedure for our case of interest, i.e. when n = 2, m = 1 and T × S is a prism.
We start by selecting polynomial spaces on S and T on which we base the tensor product construction. Since S is 
one-dimensional, we can only take on S the sequence of spaces (CGs,DGs-1), for s ≥ 1, as this is the only valid choice of 
compatible polynomial spaces. As for the complex on T we have more freedom. Here, we restrict ourself to the exam-
ples discussed in Section 3. In particular, if we consider on T the sequence of compatible spaces (CGr,RTr-1, DGr-1), we 
obtain the following compatible spaces on T × S,
 




× = ⊗
× = ⊗ ⊕ ⊗
× = ⊗ ⊕ ×
× = ⊗
−
−
− −
−
− −
−
− −

 
V T S CG T CG S
V T S RT T CG S CG T DG S z
V T S DG T z CG S RT T DG S z
V T S DG T DG S
( ) ( ) ( ),
( ) [ ( ) ( )] [ ( ) ( ) ],
( ) [ ( ) ( )] [ ( ) ( ) ],
( ) ( ) ( ),
r s r s
r s r s r s
r s r s r s
r s r s
,
0
,
1
1 1
,
2
1 1
,
3
1 1  
where z is a unit vector field oriented in the extrusion direction. Alternatively, if we use the sequence (CGr, BDMr-1, 
DGr-2) complex on T we obtain the following compatible spaces on T × S:
 
× = ⊗
× = ⊗ ⊕ ⊗
× = ⊗ ⊕ ×
× = ⊗
− −
− − −
− −

 
V T S CG T CG S
V T S BDM T CG S CG T DG S z
V T S DG T z CG S BDM T DG S z
V T S DG T DG S
( ) ( ) ( ),
( ) [ ( ) ( )] [ ( ) ( ) ],
( ) [ ( ) ( )] [ ( ) ( ) ],
( ) ( ) ( ) .
r s r s
r s r s r s
r s r s r s
r s r s
,
0
,
1
1 1
,
2
2 1 1
,
3
2 1



  
Note that in both cases, these spaces have been defined in the way they would appear in the complex, i.e 
 → +d V V:k r s k r s k, , 1 and the same for the - Vr s k,  spaces. The fact that such spaces can be called compatible fol-
lows from the possibility to define bounded projections in accordance to Definition 6.1. This can indeed be 
done by exploiting the tensor product structure as shown in Arnold et al. (2014). More details on the definition 
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and the implementation of the tensor product spaces discussed in this section can also be found in (McRae 
et al. (2014).
6.2. Approximation properties and curvilinear elements
In this section, we analyse the convergence properties of the finite element spaces defined in Section 1 for specific 
classes of maps FK. In particular, we assume that the mesh is generated by either affine or multilinear transformations 
and, for the resulting finite dimensional space WV ( )hk , we are interested in providing bounds for the quantity:
 
 −
∈ Ω
Ωu pinf .
p V
L
( )
( )
h
k
2
 (89)
As for non-affine meshes, we will mostly use the results in Arnold et al. (2014), which focus on tensor product spaces 
on curvilinear cubic elements and extend them to general tensor product elements.
We start by recalling that a finite element space is constructed using a set of functions on a reference element K and 
by a set of maps ®F K K:K , where K is an element in the domain decomposition h. The maps FK can be arbitrary 
apart from some regularity conditions. These are determined by the way the pullback of FK transforms under Sobolev 
norms, which is described in the following theorem.
Theorem 6.1. [ Arnold et al., 2014, Theorem 2.1]: Let M be a positive constant and r a non-negative integer. There 
exists a constant C depending only on r, M and the dimension of the domain n such that
     ≤ ∈
∗F v C v v H V K, ( ),K H V K H V K
r k
( ) ( )r k r k  (90)
whenever K is a domain in ℝn and ®F K K:K  is a Cr+1 diffeomorphism satisfying
 
 
| | | |≤ ≤
≤ ≤ +
−
∞ ∞
F M F Mmax , .
s r
K W T K W T
1 1
( )
1
( )s 1  (91)
In order to get an estimate for the quantity in (89), the Clément interpolant construction is generally invoked. First, for 
any q-dimensional domain Q define r(Q) to be the space of polynomial scalar functions on Q with degree up to r. 
Moreover, let rVk(Q) be equal to r(Q) if k = 0,q, or to the space of vector fields with coefficients in r(Q) if 0 < k < q. 
If we let V K( )h
k  be the restriction of the finite element space WV ( )hk  to the element K and assume  ÌV K V K( ) ( )r k hk , then 
one can design a projection p Ω → ΩH V V: ( ) ( )s k hk , called the Clément interpolant, for any (n−k) / 2 < s ≤ r+1, such that 
p p=u u( )
K K
 for any ∈ Ωu H V ( )s k  and
   | |− ≤ ∈u πu Ch u u H V K, ( ) ,L K K
s
H V K
s k
( ) ( )s k2  (92)
where hK denotes the diameter of K. Summing up over all elements on both sides of (92) yields the global estimate
 
  | | | |∑− ≤ = ∈
∈
u πu Ch u Ch u u H V, (Ω),L
s
T
H V T
s
H V
s k
(Ω) ( ) (Ω)
h
s k s k2
 (93)
where h is the maximum element diameter in the decomposition  h of Ω. Clearly, then, (93) implies the same estimate 
for the best approximation error in (89).
Therefore, for a given choice of the function space V K( )h
k  on the reference element K, one is led to determine the 
conditions under which  ⊂ = − ∗V K V K F V K( ) ( ) ( ( ))r k hk K hk1  in order for the estimates in (93) to hold. We carry out this 
analysis for the polynomial spaces defined in Section 1, restricting the choice of FK to affine and multilinear transfor-
mations as in Arnold et al. (2014). The results are expressed in the following theorems which essentially are a restate-
ment of Theorem 6.1 in Arnold et al. (2014), to the specific spaces considered here.
We assume that the mesh is constituted by tensor product elements, so that we look for a polynomial space on 
the reference element K belonging to either one of the families r s,  or -r s, . such that the estimates in Equations (92) 
and (93) hold. The resulting sufficient conditions for optimal convergence rates are stated in the following theorem.
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Theorem 6.2. Consider a three-dimensional element = ×  K T S obtained as tensor product of a two-dimensional sim-
plex T and a one-dimensional simplex S. Let FK be an affine map and   ÌV K V K( ) ( )r r k hk, ; or let be a multilinear map 
and ⊂+ + V K V K( ) ( )r k r k k hk2( ),   . Then ÌV K V K( ) ( )r k hk  and (92) and (93) hold.
Finally, we consider a specific class of transformations that leave the coordinates on one of the two simplices T or 
S invariant up to an affine transformation. This corresponds to the case of local area models with terrain-following 
meshes. Specifically, we assume =F A DK K K, where →
∼
D K K:K  is a special multilinear deformation of the reference 
element and 
®A K K:K  is an arbitrary affine map. The map DK is defined in coordinates by DK = (IT, MS), with IT 
being the identity map on T  and ℝ®M K:S m being a sufficiently smooth multilinear map. We call the maps FK con-
structed in this way as multilinear maps invariant on T . Analogously, if DK = (MT, IS), with IS being the identity map 
on Ŝ and ℝ®M K:T n being a sufficiently smooth multilinear map, we call the relative FK as a multilinear map invari-
ant on Ŝ. A graphical representation of such constructions is given in Figure 1. The sufficient conditions for optimal 
convergence relative to these classes of transformations is given by the following theorem.
Theorem 6.3. Consider a three-dimensional element  = ×K T S obtained as tensor product of a two-dimensional 
simplex T and a one-dimensional simplex S. Let FK be a multilinear map invariant on T , μ  =  min (k, 1)  and 
⊂µ+ + V K V K( ) ( )r k r k hk2( ),   ; or let FK be a multilinear map invariant on Ŝ, ν = min (k, 2) and ⊂n+ + V K V K( ) ( )r r k k hk2( ),   . 
Then, ÌV K V K( ) ( )r k hk  and (92) and (93) hold.
As one would expect, when FK is a multilinear map invariant on T  (or Ŝ) we obtain sufficient conditions that are 
considerably less strict than the ones relative to general multlinear maps. However, this is true only when k > 1 (or 
k > 2 respectively) as the conditions that apply for lower values of k are the same in both cases.
To summarize the results of this section, we can state that the spaces generated using the function spaces 
 = − ∗V K F V K( ) ( ( ))h
k
K r s
k1
,  yield the convergence rates shown in Table 2. Note that multilinear transformations invari-
ant on the one-dimensional simplex T  are precisely the type of transformations that occur in atmosphere simulations 
when dealing with meshes following a varying topography.
6.3. Approximation properties for global transformations
The last subsection was devoted to the study of the approximation properties of finite element spaces defined on 
meshes generated by arbitrary local transformations of a reference element. In several applications, however, the mesh 
is generated by means of a global transformation from a reference mesh with optimal convergence properties. In these 
cases, if the global map is sufficiently regular, one can transfer the convergence properties of the original mesh to the 
deformed one.
Numerical weather prediction models require the capability to solve in a spherical annulus domain; we are also inter-
ested in domains with topography and terrain-following coordinates. These are not polygonal domains, and we must 
model them using piecewise polynomial approximations 
W. With this in mind, let W be also an n-dimensional Riemmanian 
manifold, such that there exists a C1 diffeomorphism 

Ω→ΩF : . We want to show how elements of the spaces HVk(Ω) can 
be transformed by F into elements of 
WHV ( )k . It is understood that simple composition with F−1 is not enough for this 
purpose. A well-known example for this is the case of the space H(div, Ω), where the correct transformation is given by 
the contravariant Piola transform which defines an isomorphism between H(div, Ω) and 
WH(div; ).
It is easy to check that one needs to define appropriate transformations, analogous to the Piola transform, for each 
space HVk(Ω). We denote such transformations with a unique symbol, 

Ω → Ω∗F HV HV: ( ) ( )k k , namely the pullback of 
F, with inverse 

Ω → Ω− ∗F HV HV: ( ) ( )k k1 , which defines an isomorphism between HVk(Ω) and 
WHV ( )k . F−1* coincides 
with the contravariant Piola transform when applied to HVn−1(Ω) and takes a different form depending on the degree 
Figure 1. A two-dimensional mesh generated by multilinear transformations invariant on T  of a reference element (on the left).
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k in the complex and the dimension of the domain n. The action of F−1* on an element ν ∈ HVk(Ω) is defined in 
Table 1. Such definitions allow to preserve the Hilbert complex structure, i.e. the following diagram commutes
  (94)
Note that in the diagram above the differential operators are expressed accordingly to the metric defined on Ω or 
W.
Consider two n-dimensional manifolds 
W and Ω and a decomposition 
h of 
W by either simplices or tensor product 
elements. In other words, each element 

K in 
h is generated via a sufficiently regular transformation 
 
 ®F K K:K  as in 
Section 2, where Kis a reference element. Let G be a diffeomorphism from 
W to Ω, and let ®G K K:K  be the restriction 
of G to 

K. This defines a decomposition Th of Ω in which each element K is given by a transformation of the reference 
element K defined by  =F G F:K K K. Then one can define a compatible function spaces on each K as pullback of the 
ones defined on K. In particular, given a space 

V K( )k  on the reference element K, the corresponding space on K is given 
by = − ∗ − ∗~V K G F V K( ) : ( )k K K
k1 1
 .
Let 
∼
 WV ( )h
k  and WV ( )hk  be the resulting finite element spaces on 
W and Ω, respectively. The definition of the space WV ( )hk  
makes sense only if ⊂Ω ΩV HV( ) ( )hk k . For this to hold, it is sufficient that G is C0 at the element interfaces and − ∗GK1  
is bounded inside each element. These conditions, however, are not sufficient for optimal convergence. The following 
theorem establishes the level of regularity of G required to guarantee optimal convergence rates for the relative finite 
element spaces on Ω.
Theorem 6.4. Assume that 
 ÌV K V K( ) ( )r k hk  and let Ω →ΩG :  be a C0 diffeomorphism. Moreover, assume that for 
any 
∼
ÎK h the restriction 
®G K K:K  is a Cr+2 diffeomorphism, such that
 
 ≤ ≤
≤ ≤ + Ω
−
Ω∞ ∞
G M G Mmax | | , | | ,
s r
K W K W1 2 ( )
1
( )s 1  (95)
for M > 0. Then, for (n − k)/2 < s ≤ r + 1,
 
   − ≤ ∈ Ω
∈ Ω
Ω Ωu p Ch u u H Vinf , ( ),
p V
L
s
H V
s k
( )
( ) ( )
h
k
s k2
 (96)
where C > 0 and h is the largest diameter of the elements in the decomposition 
h of 
W.
Proof. By definition any function ∈ Ωp V ( )h
k  can be expressed formally as = − ∗p G p1  with 
∼
∈ Ωp V ( )h
k , with the pull-
back computed elementwise. Therefore,
 
   
 ∼
− = −
∈ Ω
Ω
∈ Ω
− ∗ ∗
Ωu p G G u pinf inf ( ) .
p V
L
p V
L
( )
( )
( )
1
( )
h
k
h
k
2 2
 (97)
Using Theorem 6.1 and (93), we obtain the following bound,
 
     
 ∼ ∼
∼
∼
∼
  
∑− ≤ − ≤
∈ Ω
− ∗ ∗
Ω
∈ Ω
∗
Ω
∈
∗G G u p C G u p Ch G uinf ( ) inf | | ,
p V
L
p V
L
s
K
K H V K
( )
1
( )
( )
( ) ( )
h
k
h
k
h
s k2 2
 (98)
Table 2. Convergence rates for finite element spaces obtained by pullback of   ×, V T S( )r s k  with dim(Tˆ) = 2 and dim(Sˆ) = 1 
(triangular prism elements), using different classes of transformations FK. The symbol x⌊ ⌋ denotes the largest integer 
smaller or equal to x.
E TL ( )r s k h, Affine Multilinear Multilinear invariant on T
k = 0 min(r,s) + 1 min(ër / 2û, s) + 1 min(ër / 2û, s) + 1
k = 1 min(r,s) + 1 min(ër / 2û, s) min(ër / 2û, s)
k = 2 min(r,s) + 1 min(ër / 2û, s) − 1 min(ër / 2û−1, s)
k = 3 min(r,s) + 1 min(|r / 2|, s) − 2 min(|r / 2|−2, s)
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for (n − k)/2 < s ≤ r+1. Applying again Theorem 1 to the right hand side of (98), we obtain
 
   ∼ ∼≤ ≤∗ ∗G u G u C u .K
H V K
K H V K H V K( ) ( ) ( )s k
s k s k
 (99)
The proof is completed by combining (97), (98) and (99). □
The estimates derived in this section might seem to have little utility, given that functions in V K( )h
k  cannot be com-
puted accurately for arbitrary diffeomorphisms G. Nonetheless, Theorem 6.1 finds an important application in the 
context of problems defined on surfaces. To see this, let Ω be a n-dimensional manifold embedded in ℝn+1. Consider a 
family of decompositions of Ω by piecewise linear elements parameterized by the maximum element diameter h.Such 
meshes implicitly define a family of approximate domains 
∼
Wh, on which it is possible to define as finite element space ∼
 WV ( )h
k
h  any of the polynomial spaces considered above. Under some regularity assumption on Ω (Holst and Stern, 
2012) one can also construct a family of diffeomorphisms 
∼
 Ω →ΩG :h h , which by construction can only be C
0 at the 
element interfaces and that approach the identity map as ®h 0. The pullbacks − ∗G
h
1

 can be used to construct finite 
element spaces WV ( )hk . Hence, a natural measure of the error between Gh and the identity map on Ω is given by
     −
− ∗ − ∗G Gadj( ) Id ,
h h
1 1
 (100)
where adj denotes the adjoint with respect to the L2 inner product, Id is the identity map and  ×  is the standard opera-
tor norm on the space of L2 functions or vector fields, accordingly to the degree k.
The exact same setting for this problem and its connection with the FEEC are explored in Holst and Stern (2012) 
for the solution of elliptic problems. Their main conclusion is that even though one uses only functions in 
∼
 WV ( )h
k
h  as 
computational basis functions, the final error estimates depend on the quantity in (100) and on the best approxima-
tion error on the space WV ( )hk , as measured by
 
 −
∈ Ω Ω
u pinf .
p V
L
( )
( )
h
k
2
 (101)
Therefore, if Theorem 6.4 holds, with the constant M in (95) being independent of h, one can apply the results in 
Holst and Stern (2012) and obtain optimal convergence rates for the problem defined on the original surface Ω.
6.4. Finite element spaces in ‘atmosphere-shaped’ domains
In this section, we consider as an example finite element spaces defined on a spherical shell in ℝ3, which is a typical 
scenario for atmosphere simulations, and we compute their approximation properties. The spherical shell C is the 
submanifold of ℝ3 defined by
 ℝ  = ∈ ≤ ≤{ }C x a x b: ,3  (102)
for any b > a > 0. The shell C is topologically the same as the generalised cylinder ℝ
 ⊂= ×C S a b[ , ] 4, where S is the 
sphere of radius a,
 ℝ  = ∈ ={ }S x x a: .3  (103)
In fact, we can construct a continuous transformation ℝ ℝ®F : 4 3 such that the restriction | →~~F C C:C  is a C∞ 
diffeomorphism. A particular choice for F is the multilinear map defined by
 
=


 +
− 

F x x x x x x x
x a
a
( , , , ) ( , , ) 1 ,1 2 3 4 1 2 3
4
 (104)
where =x{ }i i 1
3  and =x{ }i i 1
4  are Cartesian coordinates in ℝ3 and ℝ4 respectively.
Given a decomposition of [a,b] and one for S, one can construct a decomposition 
h for 

C by tensor product, meaning 
that each element in 
h is constructed as tensor product element of a simplex in each mesh. The decomposition  h implicitly 
defines the approximate cylinder 
∼
Ch. The map F restricted to 
∼
Ch defines a decomposition h for C and the approximate shell 
Ch as image of F restricted to 
∼
Ch. Any element in ÎK h is constructed using a multilinear map | →~~F K K:K  with ∼ ÎK h.
Since the decomposition 
h is composed by tensor product elements we can define a finite element space 
∼
 V C( )h
k
h  on 
∼
Ch 
to belong to either one of the families  Vr s k,  or 
- Vr s
k
, . The map F induces via pullback a definition for a finite element space 
V C( )h
k
h  on Ch. Since the derivatives of the map |~F K are bounded away from 0 by a constant independent of the size of K, we 
can apply Theorem 6.2 and the classical Clément interpolant construction to obtain a first estimate for the approximation 
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properties of the space V C( )h
k . In this case, however, such estimate is not sharp. As a matter of fact, since 

|~F Ch is certainly C0 
at the element interfaces Theorem 6.4 also applies providing optimal convergence rates for the space V C( )h
k
h  as inherited 
by the ones of 
∼
 V C( )h
k
h .
As explained in the last section, the error estimates for V C( )h
k
h  can be transferred to a finite element space defined on C, if we 
are able to define a diffeomorphism from Ch to C that satisfies the requirements of Theorem 6.4. We now show how this can 
be done. Using the techniques described in Holst and Stern (2012), one can construct a diffeomorphism 
∼ ∼
 ®G C C:h h  that con-
verges to the identity map on 

C as ®h 0. The map 

Gh can be lifted via the map F to define the diffeomorphism ®G C C:h h , i.e.
 = | | −~ ~G F G F: ( ) .h C h C 1h    (105)
In Figure 2, a graphical representation of the maps is presented in the two-dimensional case. Because of the smoothness of 
F, if 

Gh satisfies the hypothesis of Theorem 6.4 so does Gh. Therefore, the optimal convergence rates can be extended to 
the finite element spaces defined on C via Gh. As explained in Section 6.3, in order for these estimates to be useful Gh needs 
to approach the identity as ®h 0, in the sense of (100). Formally, this can be verified directly by letting ®h 0 in (105).
It is worth observing that given a differential problem on C, high-order convergence can be achieved just as long as 
Gh approaches the identity sufficiently fast with mesh refinement. In other words, if the error term in (100) is rewrit-
ten for Gh scales with hs+1, then s is the highest convergence rate achievable regardless of the polynomial order of the 
spaces on 
∼
Ch. In Holst and Stern (2012), it is proven that if one adopts an isoparametric approach s is the order of the 
polynomial approximation 
∼
Ch of the surface 

C. Therefore, if higher convergence rates are required, one just needs to 
adopt a higher order approximation of 

C instead of a piecewise linear one and repeat the considerations above.
Numerical experiments were performed to verify the expected convergence rates for both direct L2 projections and 
the Helmholtz problem (Arnold et al., 2006) on the shell as shown in Figures 3 and 4, respectively.
It should be stressed that the final estimates on the curved domain rely essentially on the possibility of defining the global 
map F. Given this, proving optimal convergence rates in other cases of interest boils down to constructing such maps. For 
example, since in the meteorological community, the use of cubed sphere meshes with quadrilateral cells is widespread, it 
is reasonable to ask whether such meshes enjoy optimal approximation properties when using the FEEC. These meshes are 
constructed using the C0 map from the surface of a cube to the sphere. This map possesses enough smoothness for Theorem 
4 to apply and can be easily extended to the shell case by means of an extrusion in the fourth dimension as described above.
A similar discussion to the one of the present section can be applied to other domains which are relevant for geo-
physical applications. For example, one is generally interested in performing simulations in a domain that approximates 
the actual shape of the Earth, including terrain irregularities such as continents and mountains. In this case, instead 
of modifying the map F one can think of defining a domain ℝ
ÌC 4 such that its image C under F coincides with the 
desired Earthatmosphere approximation. If C is sufficiently smooth then 

C is a regular surface in ℝ4 and one can repeat 
the considerations of this section to generate a finite element space on C with optimal convergence properties.
Figure 2. Graphical representation of the maps involved in the construction of Gh in the two-dimensional case.
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In general, however, the decomposition of C might be less regular, or in other words, it might not be possible to 
reinterpret it as image of a smooth map F. In these cases, one can still rely on the ‘worst-case’ scenario estimates in 
Theorems 6.2 and 6.3. Note that the results in Theorem 6.3 are particularly relevant for mountain terrain simulation, 
in which case the computational mesh is usually obtained by modifying in the vertical direction only a decomposition 
which is otherwise regular in the sense of Theorem 6.4. Note however, that smoothing topography is a standard part 
of numerical weather prediction.
7. Representation of temperature in compatible finite element spaces
There was one piece of crucial information missing from the last section on three-dimensional finite element spaces: 
the choice of finite element space for potential temperature θ. This is the temperature a dry fluid parcel would attain 
if brought adiabatically to a standard reference pressure p0, typically the pressure at sea level, i.e.
 
θ =






κ
T
p
p
,0
 (106)
Figure 3. Convergence test for the finite element spaces on C defined via pullback of ∼- V C( )r s k h,  with r = s = 1. The map Gh is computed 
using a piecewise linear approximation, which is sufficient to show convergence up to second order.
Figure 4. Convergence test for the mixed formulation of the Helmholtz equation for three forms on C, with finite element spaces 
defined via pullback of ∼- V C( )r s k h,  with r = s = 2 and k = 2,3. The map Gh is computed using a piecewise linear approximation, which 
is sufficient to show convergence up to second order.
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where κ = Rd/cp, Rd is the gas constant of dry air, and cp is the specific heat capacity at constant pressure. In this sec-
tion, we introduce finite element spaces for θ and then describe finite element discretizations for three-dimensional 
dynamical cores.
In finite difference dynamical cores, there are two main options for vertical staggering: the Lorenz grid (tem-
perature collocated with density) and the Charney–Phillips grid (temperature collocated with vertical velocity). The 
temperature data are always cell centred in the horizontal.
To mimic the Lorenz grid, we can simply represent temperature in the density space WV ( )h3 . However, many dynam-
ical cores prefer the Charney–Phillips grid, since it avoids a spurious mode in the hydrostatic balance equation. To 
see how to mimic the Charney–Phillips grid in a compatible finite element discretization, we need to examine the 
structure of WV ( )h2  more closely.
At the level of the reference cell K, the space WV ( )h2  can be decomposed into a vertical part WV ( )h
v2, , and a hori-
zontal part WV ( )h
h2, . For example, for a triangular prism, we could take Ω = ⊗V DG CG z( )h
v2,
0 1 , where z is the unit 
vector pointing in the vertical direction. Clearly, all the elements of WV ( )h
v2,  have vanishing normal components on the 
side walls of K. Then, a corresponding choice for WV ( )h
h2,  is BDM1 ⊗ DG0. Since BDM1 is defined on the horizontal 
triangle, all elements of WV ( )h
h2,  point in the horizontal plane and all the elements of WV ( )h
h2,  have vanishing normal 
components on the top and bottom of K. After Piola transformation to a physical cell K with vertical side walls but 
possibly sloping top and bottom boundaries, we see that V K( )h
v2,  points in the vertical direction, but now V K( )h
h2,  has 
a vertical component as well. It is this non-orthogonality for terrain-following grids that leads to pressure gradient 
errors just as for the C-grid staggered finite difference method.
We see that V K( )h
v2,  is vector valued, but always points in the vertical direction. We define V K( )h
t  by
 
 q q= ∈V K z V K( ) { : ( )}.ht h
v2,
 (107)
Then, given a mapping ®F K K:K , we define
  q q= ∈V K F V K( ) { : ( )},h
t
K h
t
 (108)
i.e. the transformation from the reference element is the usual one for scalar functions, despite WV ( )ht  being constructed 
from WV ( )h
v2, . This defines the extension of the Charney–Phillips staggering to compatible finite element discretizations.
The reason for this construction is that it leads to a one-to-one mapping between pressure and potential tempera-
ture in the hydrostatic pressure equation. To show this, we will describe a compatible finite element discretization for 
the three-dimensional compressible Euler equations and then present results about the hydrostatic balance.
7.1. Compatible finite element spatial discretization for the three-dimensional compressible Euler 
equations
In this section, we present a finite element spatial discretization for the three-dimensional compressible Euler equa-
tions. Here, we are mainly addressing the question of how to obtain a consistent discretization of the various terms 
when compatible finite element spaces with only partial continuity are used. Following the methodology of Wood et al. 
(2014), we consider the system of equations in terms of the density ρ, and the potential temperature θ. These variables 
provide the opportunity for a better representation of hydrostatic balance in the numerical model. The equations are
 q+ ⋅ ∇ + Ω× = − ∇Π−u u u u gr( ) 2 ^,t  (109)
 q q+ ⋅ ∇ =u 0,t  (110)
 r r+∇ ⋅ =u( ) 0,t  (111)
where u is the velocity, Ω is the rotation vector in the Coriolis term, g is the acceleration due to gravity, r is the unit 
upward vector (which points away from the origin for a global sphere domain), and Π is a function of ρ and θ given by
 
ρθ
Π=






κ
κ−R
p
.d
0
1
 (112)
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Note that within the given formulation, the pressure can be determined via the equation of state p = ρRdT, combined 
with the definition of Π in (112) and the one of potential temperature in (106).
To develop the discretization for the advection term, we use the vector invariant form
 
⋅ ∇ = ∇ × × + ∇u u u u u( ) ( ) 1
2
| | .2
 (113)
Then, extending the development of the advection term from the shallow water equations section, we obtain the 
weak form
 
∫ ∫∇ × × ⋅ − × × ⋅ ∀ ∈ Ω
Ω Γ
u w udx n u w udS w V( ) {{ ( )}} , ( ),h h
1
 (114)
where we adopt the notation that
 × = × + ×
+ + − −n F n F n F{{ }} , (115)
where ∇h indicates the ‘broken’ gradient obtained by evaluating the gradient pointwise in each cell, and where u is the 
value of u on the upwind side of each facet.
To develop the discretization for the pressure gradient term, we also integrate by parts in each cell to obtain:
 
 ∫ ∫θ θ∇ ⋅ Π − Π ∀ ∈ Ω
Ω Γ
w dx w dS w V( ) { } , ( ),h h
1
v  (116)
where {∙} denotes the average for scalars,
 
= ++ −f f f{ }
1
2
( ) .
 (117)
where the Γv is set of all vertically aligned interior facets (there are no jumps on horizontally aligned facets since 
 q =w 0 there). For lowest order RT elements on cuboids, it can be shown that this discretization reduces to 
the finite difference discretization currently used in the Met Office Unified Model as described in Wood et al. 
(2014).
Finally, we need to provide discretizations of the transport equations for ρ and θ. Since r∈ ΩV ( )h3  is discontinuous, 
we can use the standard upwind discontinuous Galerkin approach. Building a transport scheme for q∈ ΩV ( )ht  is more 
delicate, because θ is continuous in the vertical. This means that there is no upwind stabilization for vertical transport, 
and so we choose to apply a Streamline Upwind Petrov Galerkin (SUPG) stabilization there. We develop this in two 
steps. First, we take the θ advection equation, multiply by a test function and integrate by parts, taking the upwind 
value of θ on the vertical column faces, to get
 
 ∫ ∫ ∫γθ γ θ γ θ γ− ∇ ⋅ + = ∀ ∈ Ω
Ω Ω Γ
dx u dx u dS V( ) 0, ( ).t h h
t
v  (118)
Then, to prepare for the SUPG stabilization, we integrate by parts again, to give the equivalent formula,
 
∫ ∫ ∫γθ γ θ γ θ γ γ+ ⋅ ∇ + − = ∀ ∈ Ω
Ω Ω Γ
∼( )dx u dx u u dS V0, ( ) .t ht
v
   
 (119)
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Since there are now no derivatives applied to γ, we can obtain an SUPG discretization by replacing γ γ η γ→ + ⋅ ∆ ⋅ ∇u r tr^ ^ , 
where η > 0 is a constant upwinding coefficient, to obtain
 
∫ ∫γ η γ θ γ η γ θ+ ⋅ ∆ ⋅ ∇ + + ⋅ ∆ ⋅ ∇ ⋅ ∇
Ω Ω
u r tr dx u r tr u dx( ^ ^ ) ( ^ ^ )t
 
 
   ∫ γ η γ θ γ η γ θ γ+ + ⋅ ∆ ⋅ ∇ − + ⋅ ∆ ⋅ ∇ = ∀ ∈ Ω
Γ
u r tr u u r tr u dS V( ^ ^ ) ( ^ ^ ) 0, ( ).h
t
v  (120)
This leads to the following spatial discretization. We seek ∈ Ωu V ( )h
2 , r Π∈ ΩV, ( )h3 , q∈ ΩV ( )ht , such that
 
  ∫ ∫⋅ +∇× × ⋅ − × × ⋅
Ω Γ
w u u w u n u w udS( ) ( )t
 
 
∫ ∫ q+ ⋅ Ω× − ∇ ⋅ Π
Ω Ω
w udx w dx2 ( )h
 
 
  ∫ ∫q+ Π + ⋅ = ∀ ∈ Ω
Γ Ω
w ds gw rdx w V{ } 0, ( ),h
2
 (121)
 
   ∫ ∫γ η γ θ γ η γ θ+ ⋅ ∆ ⋅ ∇ + + ⋅ ∆ ⋅ ∇ ⋅ ∇
Ω Ω
u r tr dx u r tr u dx( ) ( )t
 
 
       ∫ γ η γ θ γ η γ θ γ+ + ⋅ ∆ ⋅ ∇ − + ⋅ ∆ ⋅ ∇ = ∀ ∈ Ω
Γ
u r tr u u r tr u dS V( ) ( ) 0, ( ),h
t
v  (122)
 
  ∫ ∫ ∫φρ φ ρ φ ρ φ− ∇ ⋅ + = ∀ ∈ Ω
Ω Ω Γ
dx dx u dx V0, ( ),t h h
3
 (123)
 
∫ ∫φ φ ρθ φΠ −






= ∀ ∈ Ω
κ
κ
Ω Ω
−
dx
R
p
dx V0, ( ).d h
0
1
3
 (124)
Some initial numerical results using this spatial discretization are provided in Section 2.
7.2. Vertical slice results
In this section, we present some preliminary results obtained using the discretizations outlined above, in vertical 
slice (x,z) geometry. The finite element spaces are (CG2, RT1, DG1). The time stepping scheme uses the semi-implicit 
formulation described in Section 3 along with a third-order, three-stage explicit Strong Stability Preserving Runge 
Kutta (SSPRK; Gottlieb et al., 2001) scheme for the advection terms. The tests were performed using the Firedrake 
software suite (see Rathgeber et  al., 2016), which allows for symbolic implementation of mixed finite element 
problems. As the hybridization technique is not currently implemented within Firedrake, we instead solve the linear 
system by eliminating θ, solving the mixed system for u and p, then reassembling θ.
The first test case is a non-hydrostatic gravity wave, initially described in Skamarock and Klemp (1994) for the 
Boussinesq model. The test describes the evolution of inertia gravity waves excited by a localized, warm θ perturba-
tion to the background state of constant buoyancy frequency N = 0.01 s−1. Figure 5 (top) shows the θ perturbation 
at t = 3000 s from a simulation with dx = 2000 m, dz = 1000 m, dt = 6s. The result compares well with the results 
produced by other models (e.g. see Melvin et al., 2010).
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The second test case describes the evolution of a cold bubble as it falls, meets the bottom of the domain, spreads 
and produces Kelvin–Helmholtz rotors due to the shear instability. The initial conditions are as described in Melvin 
et al. (2010) and the background state is in hydrostatic balance and isentropic with constant potential temperature 
θ = 300K. Since the purpose of this test is to study convergence to a well-resolved solution, viscosity and diffusion 
terms are included, the discretization of which is achieved using the interior penalty method. Figure 5 (bottom) shows 
the potential temperature at t = 15 min of a well-resolved simulation (dx = dz = 100 m, dt = 0.5 s), showing that we 
capture the correct position of the front and the details of the instability (Melvin et al., 2010).
Much more comprehensive results in the vertical slice setting will be presented in a forthcoming paper.
7.3. Hydrostatic balance
In this section, we discuss the hydrostatic balance properties of this discretization. It is critical that the basic state of 
hydrostatic balance is correctly represented in the numerical model. This means that there should be a one-to-one 
correspondence between potential temperature θ and Π in the state of hydrostatic balance; this precludes spurious 
hydrostatic modes from emerging in numerical simulations close to a hydrostatic state. To obtain the hydrostatic bal-
ance equation, we consider test functions w from the vertical part WV ( )h
v2,  of the velocity space WV ( )h2 . After neglecting 
the advection terms as well as any non-traditional contribution to the Coriolis force, we obtain
 
∫ ∫q= − ∇ ⋅ Π − ⋅ ∀ ∈ Ω
Ω Ω
w dx w rgdx w V0 ( ) , ( ).h h
v2,
 (125)
Note that while w is written as a vector, it always points in the r direction, since it is in WV ( )h
v2, . This means that this is 
really a scalar equation for the vertical derivative of Π. It also explains why the vertical facet integrals have vanished 
from the expression. In a domain with level topography, vectors in the horizontal space WV ( )h
h2,  do not have a component 
in the r direction, hence no horizontal motion is generated if this equation is satisfied. However, in terrain-following 
coordinates, there will be projection of the pressure gradient of Π into the horizontal direction; this is exactly analogous 
to the pressure gradient errors observed over topography observed in the C-grid staggered finite difference method. We 
also observe that this equation decomposes into independent equations for each vertical column c. We obtain
 
∫ ∫q= − ∇ ⋅ Π − ⋅ ∀ ∈w dx w rgdx w V c0 ( ) , ( ),
c
h
c
h
v2,
 (126)
for each column c in the mesh. Note here that we are considering rigid lid boundary conditions; WV ( )h
v2,  is defined so 
that w ∙ n = 0 for all ∈ Ωw V ( )h
v2, .
We now prove the following two results that show the degree to which there is a one-to-one correspondence 
between Π and θ through this equation.
Figure 5. Some initial numerical results using the compatible finite element discretization for the compressible Euler equations in 
a slice geometry (courtesy: J Shipton). Top: a potential temperature colour plot showing a snapshot from the Skamarock–Klemp 
gravity wave (Skamarock and Klemp, 1994) test case. Bottom: a potential temperature colour plot showing a snapshot from the 
Straka et al. (1993) dense bubble testcase.
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Theorem 7.1. Let V c( )h
t  be the restriction of WV ( )ht  to column c, and let V c( )h
v2, , V c( )h
3  be similar restrictions for WV ( )h
v2,  
and WV ( )h3 , respectively. Further, define V c( )h3  as
 
∫r r=





∈ =





V c V c dx( ) ( ) : 0 ,h h
c
3 3
 (127)
i.e. the subspace of functions with zero column averages.
For all qÎV c( )ht  satisfying θ > 0, there is a unique solution Π∈ V c( )h
3  satisfying (126).
Proof. First we show that (126) can be reformulated as a coupled system of equations. We first note that if 
Îv V c( )h
v2, , then q q∇ ⋅ = ∂
∂
v
r
v( ) ( ), where 
¶
¶r
 is the vertical derivative). Therefore, if ∇∙(θv) = 0, then v=0, since ⋅ =v r 0 
at the top and bottom of the column. This means that we can add a term involving v to (126) without changing the 
solution. Hence, we obtain the equivalent problem of finding Îv V c( )h
v2, , Π∈ V c( )h
3  such that
 
∫ ∫ ∫q⋅ + ∇ ⋅ Π = − ⋅ ∀ ∈w vdx w dx gw rdx w V c( ) , ( ),
c c c
h
v2,
 (128)
 
∫ φ θ φ∇ ⋅ = ∀ ∈v dx V c( ) 0, ( ).
c
h
3
 (129)
This defines a mixed finite element problem in each vertical column, of the form
 + Π = ∀ ∈a w v b w F w w V c( , ) ( , ) ( ), ( ),h
v2,
 (130)
 f f= ∀ ∈b v V c( , ) 0, ( ),h
3
 (131)
with the modified derivative operator q∇ ⋅v v( ) , for which Brezzi’s stability conditions can be easily verified. □
Similar results are straightforwardly obtained by considering slip boundary conditions on the bottom surface and 
constant pressure boundary conditions on the top surface.
Theorem 7.2. Let Π∈ V c( )h
3 , and let V c˚ ( )h
t
 be the subspace of V c( )h
t  given by
 
 q q q= ∈ | = | ={ }V c V c( ) ( ) : 0 ,ht ht top bottom  (132)
where θ|top and θ|bottom are the values of θ restricted to the top and bottom surface respectively. Let Π be such that 
  ⋅ Π >r 0 on Γc, where Γc is the set of interior facets in the column c. Further, if WV ( )h3  is degree p ≥ 1 in the vertical 
direction, then let 
∂Π
∂
>
z
0 in each cell. Then, (126) has a unique solution for qÎV c˚ ( )h
t
.
Proof. Consider the reference surface mesh from which the extruded mesh Ω was constructed (either a mesh of a 
planar surface, or a mesh approximating the sphere). For a given column c, consider the base surface cell on the sur-
face mesh corresponding to c and construct an affine reference volume cell e which is of unit height and is extruded 
orthogonal to the base cell.
Let ge be the transformation from e into each cell e in the column. Then, we note that we may write Îw V c( )h
v2,  as
 g g= ∈w Jr V c, ˚ ( ),h
t
 (133)
where J is the Jacobian defined by
 
| =
∂
∂
−J
g
x
g ,e
e
e
1


 (134)
in each cell e. Then, (126) becomes
 
∫ ∫γ θ γθκ γκ γ= − ∂∂ Π = − ∀ ∈A z dx gdx V c( , ) ( ) , ( ),
c c
h
t
 (135)
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where  k = ⋅r Jr. We assume a non-degenerate mesh so that c0 < κ < c1 for positive constants c0, c1. We then apply 
integration by parts to obtain
 
∫ ∫γ θ κγθ γθκ= ∂∂ Π + ⋅ Π
Γ
A
z
dx r dS( , ) .
c
h
  
 (136)
Under our assumptions on Π, A(γ,θ) defines an inner product on V c˚ ( )h
t
, and therefore the solution exists and is unique. □
This result states that θ is unique up to a choice of values at the boundary. This is the same situation as we have in 
the C-grid staggered finite difference discretization.
8. Summary and outlook
In this survey article, we reviewed recent work on the application of compatible finite element spaces to geophysical 
fluid dynamics. In particular, we concentrated on analytic results that provide information about the behaviour of 
these discretizations when applied to geophysically relevant problems. We also contributed some extra results, includ-
ing the analysis of inertial modes for the linear shallow water equations, where the conclusion is that there are no 
spurious inertial modes.
The most substantial contribution is the analysis of the approximation properties of some classes of tensor product 
finite element spaces that are compatible with the FEEC framework; these spaces have been proposed for the devel-
opment of global atmosphere models. We applied to such spaces the results of Arnold et al. (2014) that state that if 
the mesh is generated by an arbitrary multilinear transformation one can generally expect a loss in the convergence 
rate in the L2 norm, which depends on the way the spaces transform under coordinate transformations. In particular, 
such convergence loss is at least of k + 1 degrees, where k is the order of the space considered as part of the de Rham 
complex. For example, if the mesh is generated using a prismatic reference element with tensor product polynomial 
spaces of degree p for both the horizontal and vertical direction, we found that:
• for H(curl) elements (k = 1) the expected convergence rate is ⌊ / ⌋p 2 ;
• for H(div) elements (k = 2) the expected convergence rate is ⌊ / ⌋-p 2 1;
• for L2 elements (k = 3) the expected convergence rate is ⌊ / ⌋-p 2 2.
However, if the mesh is obtained via a sufficiently regular global transformation as detailed in the statement of 
Theorem 6.4, one can retrieve optimal convergence rate p + 1 independently of k. In practice, this implies that 
tensor product finite element spaces on prisms, as derived from classical mixed space such as Raviart–Thomas 
or Brezzi–Douglas–Marini spaces (Fortin and Brezzi, 1991), can still produce optimal convergence rates even 
when considered under non-affine transformations. This is the case, e.g. for the spherical shell problem, although 
generalizations of the approach presented here can be easily adapted to more accurate representations of the 
Earth surface.
Finally, we provided some new results analysing the hydrostatic balance when a particular choice of temperature 
space is used, which is compatible with the vertical part of the velocity space. These results showed that, under suita-
ble assumptions of static stability, a hydrostatic pressure can be uniquely determined from a given temperature profile 
and vice versa. All of these theoretical results are underpinning ongoing model development, and detailed numerical 
studies and discussion of computational performance will be explored in future papers.
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